
 

 

 
 

IMG ARENA joins sports betting integrity body IBIA 

7 December 2021: The International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA) today announced that 

IMG ARENA, a leading sports betting service provider and content hub has become as an 

associate member of the association.  

Leaders in their respective fields, the move will see the two organisations strengthen their 

engagement on betting integrity and sports data distribution. Associate membership is open to 

businesses or organisations that share similar values to IBIA and its members on sporting integrity 

and related betting issues.  

“We are thrilled to become an associate member of the IBIA. We are committed to protecting the 

integrity of sport and have had a consistent position and commitment to distribution of official 

content since our launch in 2012” said Freddie Longe, EVP and Managing Director of IMG 

ARENA. He added “The IBIA is a leading global voice on integrity for the licensed sports betting 

industry and we are proud to develop our partnership further in support of our shared vision.” 

Khalid Ali, CEO of IBIA, said: “The move is natural progression following an increasing 

engagement between IMG ARENA and IBIA on betting and integrity issues. It acknowledges the 

growing importance of sports data to IBIA’s regulated betting operators and the benefits both 

parties see from closer cooperation. IBIA values IMG ARENA’s contribution to the protection of 

the integrity of sporting events and the related sports data rights that it distributes globally. The 

association looks forward to building upon our existing relationship and widening our engagement 

activities.”    

 

The IBIA membership structure has been altered from the previous two category structure of 

betting operator and affiliate member classifications to a new three category structure of betting 

operator members, associate members, and strategic partners. The new structure better reflects 

the association’s widening international multi-sector engagement activity.   

   

The International Betting Integrity Association is the leading global voice on integrity for the 

licensed betting industry. It is run by operators for operators, protecting its members from 

corruption through collective action. Its monitoring and alert platform is a highly effective anti-

corruption tool that detects and reports suspicious activity on its members’ betting markets. The 

association has longstanding information sharing partnerships with leading sports and gambling 

regulators to utilise its data and prosecute corruption. It represents the sector at high-level policy 

discussion forums such as the IOC, UN, Council of Europe and European Commission. 

The association publishes quarterly reports covering the integrity alerts reported through its 

monitoring and alert platform which can be viewed here. IBIA can be contacted at info@ibia.bet.  
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About IMG ARENA 

Headquartered in London, IMG ARENA works with more than 470 leading sportsbook brands 

worldwide to deliver live streaming video and data feeds for more than 45,000 sports events 

annually, as well as for on-demand virtual sports products including the Golf and UFC Event 

Centres. In 2020, more than 210 million hours of IMG ARENA content was watched by 69 million 

unique viewers around the globe. IMG ARENA’s clients include the ATP, UFC, European Tour, 

PGA TOUR and the FA 

 

About the International Betting Integrity Association  

The International Betting Integrity Association is the leading global voice on integrity for the licensed betting 

industry. Our members share a common goal of combating betting corruption to protect the integrity of 

sport and their businesses. Established in 2005 and formerly known as ESSA, we are a not for profit 

association whose members include many of the world’s largest regulated betting operators, active across 

six continents. Members undergo a rigorous due diligence process and must adhere to our code of conduct 

committing them to responsible betting practices.  

The International Betting Integrity Association’s Monitoring & Alert Platform is a highly effective anti-

corruption tool that detects and reports suspicious activity on its members’ betting markets. The bespoke 

system tracks transactional activity linked to individual consumer accounts, clearly distinguishing it from 

commercial monitoring systems focused on simple odds movements. The association has longstanding 

information sharing partnerships with leading sports bodies including FIFA, UEFA, the ITIA and the IOC and 

many gambling regulators to utilise this data and prosecute corruption. The association maintains a policy 

of transparency and publishes quarterly integrity reports analysing activity reported on the Platform. 


